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KEY FEATURES

Instant Messaging

Project Management

Deployment & Setup

BUSINESS VALUES OF TEAMPEL

Start a chat or a group to exchange ideas, file/ folders, and information, ensuring
every member is on the same page and knows what’s going on without delay.
Talk to your teammate with VoIP voice call feature.
Get messages sent from 3rd party systems in real time (integration required).
Get people involved with polls or broadcasts.
Use @mentions as heads-up for members, telling them which group or project
requires their immediate attention.

Create a space where ideas and all project-related documents are organized.
Track progress, updates, and history data with ease.
Never miss a deadline by setting up email reminders for tasks.
Batch export and import multiple tasks or projects directly to/from CSV files.
View task status and track progress in one of the ways: List, Gantt chart, Calendar,
and Report.
Use task filters to prioritize and organize your current jobs.
Run full-text search on all chats, projects, groups, documents and tasks.

Teampel supports auto-syncing user accounts with Active Directory, and allows
setting permissions for individual members.
Host Teampel on public cloud services such as AWS, Google Cloud Platform or
Microsoft Azure.
API documents are available for integration purpose. Teampel is capable of
sending real-time messages, broadcasting, and creating projects and tasks directly
from 3rd party systems.

Teampel can be hosted on corporate servers, making it an intranet, attack-proof
solution that is completely isolated from the Internet.
Information Security

1. Employee Engagement

Teampel’s real-time messaging features, for example,
chats/groups, @mentions, and broadcasts, can readily get
people involved, fostering a strong connection among
teammates.

2. Team Collaboration

Still checking endless threads of emails, trying to
understand what’s going on? Let Teampel help you track
task/project progress and make all works transparent, which
are indispensable factors in achieving better performance
and quicker decision-making.

3. Instant Response

No more delay in response! No matter what device you use,
Teampel gives you opportune information anywhere, and
help you engage members swiftly, driving teamwork forward
with better communication.

4. Own Your Data

Teampel offers flexibility for deployment and implementation. Whether using your own servers or those from cloud
service providers, the decision is all yours! For maximum
security and control, you can make it an intranet solution
that eludes all threats coming from the Internet, or make use
of public cloud services for more scalable costs and reliable
connectivity.
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